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This book is dedicated to the amazing children at Holme
Church of England Primary Academy.

Throughout the restrictions and challenges placed upon 
us all. They have danced, sang, played and kept up our 

spirits.
Starting each day afresh and taking everything thrown at 

them in their stride.

They have faced challenges and disappointments, from 
missed parties, to loved ones, yet they have prevailed.

The Children are truly Amazing

We are truly small but mighty!!
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Small but Mighty
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Hedgehogs
By Bentley 
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Hedgehogs
By Charlie S
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Hedgehogs
By Charlotte 
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Hedgehogs
By Chase
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Hedgehogs
By Oliver G 



Thank you

To all the grownups who work at our school, this past year you have all gone above 
and beyond

Thankyou so much for all the hard work in helping us try and create normality for 
our little ones in a very abnormal time xx Name

Thank you to everyone at our lovely school, your efforts and hard work made sure 
the children were as least affected as possible. Name

Thank you for all your hard work and support. Love nNme

A huge thank you to all of the staff, especially Miss Williams and Mrs Hood for 
making home learning fun and so easy to follow. From Name

Thank you so much to all the staff for your support and guidance at such a difficult 
time. Your hard work is really appreciated. A special thank you to xxxx for keeping 
our little hedgehogs so engaged with their learning. You're all amazing! From Name

Thank you to the school, but in particular xxx, who worked so hard in helping 
Hedgehogs adjust to home learning. They have gone over and beyond to put 
resources together for us at extremely short notice and their level of teaching and 
support is nothing short of amazing. xxx has also gone the extra mile to not just 
deliver teaching and support to the children, but aided them to communicate and 
interact with their classmates, which the children are all very much missing. The 
Name x

Thank you to everyone at xxx school, for the help and support throughout this 
horrible time. Your all working so hard, it really is appreciated. Lots of love, Name

Thank you

Thank you so much for everything you have done for us, from the calls and just a 
chat and a giggle, You are my covid warriors! Name

Thanks for everything you have all done to keep the school and the learning running 
so smoothly. What an awesome school this is! Love from Name x

You are all doing an absolutely fantastic job with all these new challenges that have 
arisen in the past year. We really appreciate all of your hard work and support. 
Many Thanks from Name x

Thank you to absolutely everyone at the school who continue to work so hard to 
ensure all the children have an engaging education during this difficult time. 
Name

Thanks to everyone at xxx school for all the support, communication and continuous 
hard work. Special thanks to xxx for the incredible job you’re doing with Foxes 
class. Name

Thank you xxx, you have made lockdown learning bearable. Thanks to everyone at 
the school for all your caring hard work. Name

Thank you so much for all your help this year and last. it’s been quite an 
overwhelming time and you have put us at ease. You've answered all our questions 
regarding online home learning and we are thankful for that. Know that we 
appreciate the hard work you all put in. Name

It is clear how much work, time, and effort you have put in to our children's 
education and wellbeing. It's not gone unnoticed and it is very much appreciated by 
the children and the parents to. Lots of thanks from Name
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Owls 
By Albie 
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Owls 
By Finley
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Owls 
By Austin
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Owls 

By Blake
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Owls 
By Bobby
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Owls 
By Charlie 
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Owls 

By Audrey 
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Owls 

By Ellis 
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Prayer Tree
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Squirrels 
By Amelia 
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Squirrels 
By Amelie 
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Squirrels 
By Betty 
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Squirrels 
By Bobby 
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Squirrels 
By Dominic

I couldn’t play 
with my friends 

and I missed 
them. I was 
unhappy I 

couldn’t go to 
restaurants.
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Squirrels 
By Abigail 
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Squirrels 
By Alexandrine
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Squirrels 
By Eva 
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Squirrels 
By Ellie 
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Squirrels 
By Toby 
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Message from the Grown ups 

During this difficult time I have been proud of the whole school community 
and how they have worked together to support one another. This school is 
certainly a special place. - Name X

Thank you to all the parents who have worked so hard to learn new things 
and support their child at home. - Name

A huge well done to everyone. We made it! It was fun having a remote 
superhero party , but it's much better to hear the children in school and 
see their smiley faces. - Name

I have been amazed at how mature the children have been working at home. 
The quality of the work has been excellent. I am so proud of the children.-
name

I have really enjoyed my first year at this school. I have been impressed 
with children's mature and enthusiastic attitude towards their learning. I 
was very proud of how our pupils coped throughout lockdown and how quickly 
they adapted to coming back to school. - Name

The children kept smiling throughout the difficult times... they are still 
smiling now. - Name

Throughout this difficult time we were still able to keep in close contact with 
families. Thank you for your patience and quick responses. Everyone was 
amazing! - Name
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Foxes
By Dylan
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Foxes
By Eden
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Foxes
By Eli C
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Foxes
By Eli P
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Foxes
By Elie
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Foxes
By Francesca
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Foxes

By Freddie
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Foxes
By George W
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Foxes
By Vito 
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World Book Day 2021


